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Boundary Approximations for Implicit Schemes
for .One-Dimensional Inviscid Equations of Gasdynamics
H. C. Yee, * R. M. Beam, * and R. F. Warmingt
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif
The applicability to practical calculations of recent theoretical developments in the stability analysis of difference approximations is examined for initial boundary-value problems of the hyperbolic type. For the
numerical experiments the one-dimensional inviscid gasdynamic equations in conservation law form are
selected. A class of implicit schemes based on linear multistep methods for ordinary differential equations is
chosen and the use of space or space-time extrapolations as implicit or explicit boundary schemes is emphasized.
Some numerical examples with various inflow-outflow conditions highlight the commonly discussed issues:
explicit vs implicit boundary schemes, and unconditionally stable schemes.

I. Introduction
HEN finite-difference schemes are' used to solve initial
boundary-value problems for the equations of fluid
dynamics, it is well known that most methods require more
boundary conditions than those required by the governing
partial differential equations. These additional boundary
conditions for the finite-difference equations are often called
"numerical boundary conditions." The numerical boundary
conditions cannot be imposed arbitrarily but are determined,
in general, using interior information, tor example, by extrapolation or uncentered approximations. In this paper, any
numerical procedure used to provide a numerical boundary
condition will be called a "boundary scheme." Whatever
schemes are used for the numerical boundary conditions, it is
a common practice to assume that the boundary scheme has a
local effect and will not affect the solution globally. During
the early 1970s, Kreiss,I.2 Osher,3 Gustafsson et al. ,4 Varah, S
and Gustafsson 6 published a series of papers establishing
methods for checking the stability and accuracy of difference
approximations with boundary schemes included. Since then,
further progress has been made in the theory of linear difference approximations for initial boundary-value problems
of the hyperbolic and parabolic type. 7- 12 Because improper
treatment of the boundary conditions can lead to instability
and inaccuracy, even though we start with a stable interior
scheme (i.e., scheme for the interior points), it is appropriate
to adopt an approach that includes the stability and accuracy
of the combined interior and boundary schemes. Surveys of
recent developments and extensive bibliographies are included
in papers by Coughran 13 and Yee. 14
The purpose of this paper is to examine the applicability to
practical calculations (for nonlinear gasdynamic problems) of
recent theoretical stability analyses of implicit difference
approximations for initial boundary-value problems of the
hyperbolic type. As numerical computations have progressed,
the use of the conservative form of the gas dynamic equations
has gained popularity. For physical reasons it is sometimes
~ deSirable to specify boundary conditions in the nonf' I conservative variables and to compute with conservative
variables in the interior. We will consider the additional
cOlllplications introduced by this procedure.
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For the numerical experiments we select the onedimensional inviscid gasdynamic equations in conservation
law form. We choose the class of implicit temporal schemes
based on linear multistep methods lS and emphasize the use of
space and space-time extrapolation as schemes for the
numerical boundary conditions. These boundary schemes are
the simplest and most commonly used. Through this study,
we hope to gain more insight into the effect of boundary
schemes on the stability of finite-difference schemes for the
gasdynamic equations.

II.

Linear Stability Theory

To give a background and some results of the stability
theory of Kreiss l and Gustafsson et al.,4 we consider the
scalar hyperbolic equation
O$xsJ,

t~O

(I a)

with the initial condition
(I b)

U(x,O) =/(x)

For a well-posed problem, 16 we must specify an analytical
boundary condition at the right boundary (x= 1) if c is
negative or at the left boundary (x = 0) if c is positive. Hence,
in addition to Eq. (Ia) and the initial data, we specify the
analytical boundary condition as either
u(l,t) =g J (t),

c< O

(I c)

u(O,t) =go(t ),

c>O

(Id)

or

If U x in Eq. (Ia) is replaced by a three-point centered finitedifference approximation one needs a numerical boundary
condition at x= 1 if c>O or at x= O if c<O. (If a centered
approximation for U x involves more than three points, then
numerical boundary conditions would be required on both the
left and right boundaries .) Therefore a procedure is needed to
specify the numerical boundary conditions. Note that if we
used the first-order upwind (one-sided) or second-order Pade
upwind spatial difference in place of a central spatial difference, we would not need a numerical boundary condition
for this problem. For systems of hyperbolic equations with
mixed positive and negative eigenvalues (e.g., the gasdynamic
equations) central spatial differencing is the simplest ap.
proximation to implement.
Without loss of generality we consider only the case c< O.
Let uJ denote the numerical approximation to u (x, t)
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Table 1
(J

~

I

0
0
112
0
- 112
- 112
-1/6

112
I

3/4
1/3
1/2
5/9

Partial list of one- and two-step methods

'0"
0
0
- 1/4
-1/3
- 112
- 219

Method

Order

Backward Euler
One-step trapezoidal
Backward differentiation
Adams type
Lees type
Two-step trapezoidal
A-contractive

2
2
2
2
2
2
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The class of second-order accurate A-stable methOds is
determined by Eqs. (4) and (5). In this case two parameters (J
and~, remain; that is,
'

I

= u Ut:.x,nflt ) where t:.x is the spatial grid size and flt is the

time step. Some typical boundary schemes are as follows.
Space extrapolation:
(2a)

~~2(J - l,

(6)

Kreiss l8 has shown that the stability of a difference ap.
proximation for the initial boundary-value problem [Eqs
(la-c)] on the interval 0 ~x~ 1 is related to the stability of th~
difference approximation applied to the Cauchy problem
-oo<x<oo,
c<O

t<::.O}
(7)

u(x,O) =f(x)

and to the two related quarter-plane problems: the related
right-quarter plane problem,
o~x<oo,

(2b)

c<O

t<::.O}

u(x,O) =f(x)

Space-time extrapolation:
(2c)

and the related left quarter-plane problem,
-

(2d)
(2e)

(8a)

00 <x~l,

c<O
u(x,O) =f(x)

(8b)

u(1,t) =gl (t)

One-sided'scheme:
(2f)

Box scheme:

(2g)
In the present investigation we consider the class of interior
schemes that evolves from linear multistep methods in ordinary differential equations. 15 We are particularly interested
in the A-stable l ? (i .e., unconditionally stable) two-step
methods . For the model Eq. (la) with three-point central
spatial differencing, this class of schemes is of the form
II

p(E)u" = -cflta(E) ( Uj+1 -U"j J
2t:.x

I

)

(3a)

where E is the shift operator defined by EUY = uri, and p (E)
and a(E) are polynomials defined by
p(E) = (1+0E2 - (l+2~)E+~
a(E) = (JE2

+ (l -

(J+cJ»E-cJ>

(3b)
(3c)

Some well-known implicit methods belonging to this class are
listed in Table 1.15 For the class of all two-step methods that
are at least second-order accurate, the parameters (J, t and cJ>
are related by
(4)

The two-step methods defined by Eqs. (3) are A-stable if and
only if
(5a)
(5b)

Note that the numerical boundary condition associated with
Eqs. (l) is transferred to the right quarter-plane problem [Eq.
(8a)] for the interior scheme [Eqs. (3)]. Gustafsson et a\.4
developed a stability theory for general-difference approximations to mixed initial boundary-value problems [e.g.,
Eqs. (8)] . They, and others,4.?,13,19.22 have applied the theory
(normal mode analysis) to some commonly used difference
approximations with various boundary schemes. These
analyses have included some particular methods from the
class of interior schemes [Eqs. (3)] and boundary schemes
[Eqs. (2)]. Prior to summarizing these results we consider
some stability definitions and their implications.
For the precise stability definition used by Gustafsson,
Kreiss, and Sundstrom (GKS), the reader should refer to their
original paper. 4 For the purposes of this paper we make the
following definition: A difference scheme for an, initial
boundary-value problem on a finite domain is said to be OKSstable if it is stable (by the von Neumannt method) for the
Cauchy problem and stable [according to definition (3.3) of
Ref. 4] for the related left and right quarter-plane problems.
The stability analyses that provide GKS-stability bounds
are very useful since they are relatively simple for scalar
equations and provide CFL limits that are directly applicable
for many explicit schemes. They also provide a convenient
method for eliminating undesirable numerical boundary
condition schemes . However, they fail to provide a sufficient
stability condition for some practical calculations with implicit schemes. [This is a result of the stability definition (3.3)
of Ref. 4 which allows growing solutions if the mesh intervali
flt or t:.x, is not sufficiently small for a fixed value .Dr
A= I c I flt/ t:.x.] For example, if the backward Euler intenD
scheme [Eqs. (3) with (J = I, ~=cJ>=O] is combined wif,h the r
first-order space-time boundary scheme [Eq. (2d)] the OK;stability bound is A= 00, that is, the scheme can be said to .e
unconditionally OKS-stable. However, if a calculation l~
made with, for example, 20 spatial intervals an t
A= I c I flt/ t:.x = 17, the numerical solution will grow with~~h
bound (i.e., the numerical scheme has an eigenvalue ~l I
modulus greater than unity). Therefore for many p~a~~IC~
applications we need a more restrictive stability deftn1tIO .

(5c)

All methods listed in Table 1 are A-stable.

tFor the problems considered here the von Neumann
necessary and sufficient for stability of the Cauchy problem .

test is
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These results are, of course, based on linear stability
analysis of a scalar equation. Before proceeding to the
numerical experiments for the nonlinear system of
gasdynamic equations, we examine the results of numerical
experiments for the scalar nonlinear Burgers' equation

40
30

<11

><

~ <l20

,.,"

FIRST·ORDER
EO. (2d)

10

o
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10

20

30

0.5:5X:51,

t?!o

(9a)

with initial condition

40

NUMBER OF SPATIAL INTERVALS

u(X,O) =X

Fig. 1 P-stability bound for backward Euler and space-time extrapolation (even number of spatial intervals).

(9b)

and an analytical boundary condition
For the present discussion we will incorporate OKS-stability
as a necessary condition and make the following definition: A
difference scheme for an initial boundary-value problem is
said to be P-stable if it is OKS-stable and all eigenvalues

(corresponding to nontrivial eigensolutions) of the resolvent
equations for a finite number of spatial mesh intervals have
modulus less than or equal to unity.
The resolvent equations are obtained by substituting
uj' == zn Vj into the interior scheme, boundary scheme, and the
homogeneous "analytical" boundary conditions (i.e .,
go (t) = 0 or g J (t) = 0). A detailed discussion of the analysis is
presented in Ref. 23 .
Here we summarize the results of various analyses for
combined A-stable interior schemes and boundary schemes
(2) applied to Eqs. (1):
1) All A-stable temporal interior schemes [e.g., Eqs. (3)
and (5) ] combined with space-extrapolation (impilcit)
boundary schemes [Eqs . (2a) and (2b)] are unconditionally
GKS-stable and unconditionally P -stable.
2) All A-stable temporal interior schemes, [e.g ., Eqs. (3)
and (5) ] except the "time-centered schemes" such as the
trapezoidal method combined with the space-time extrapolation (explicit) boundary schemes [Eqs. (2c) and (2d)]
are unconditionally OKS-stable. They are not, in general,
unconditionally P -stable. For example, the backward Euler
has a P -stability bound that depends on the number of spatial
intervals: for an odd number of spatial intervals it is unconditionally P-stable; for an even number of spatial intervals
it is conditionally P-stable with the bound a function of the
number of spatial intervals (Fig. 1). The trapezoidal formula
(Crank-Nicholson) is a "centered" scheme and has a OKSstability bound 23 A= I c I tJ.t/Cu:52.
3) Other analyses for particular A-stable interior schemes
combined with boundary schemes (2e), (2f), and (2g) indicate
a similar trend. For example, the backward Euler temporal
scheme combined with scheme (2e) leads to a OKS- and Pstable CFL limit slightly larger than two.
We emphasize that if one combines an unconditionally
stable interior scheme with a boundary scheme, the combined
scheme may be unstable, conditionally stable, or unconditionally stable for the initial boundary-value problem .

Table 2

r

I

Number of
spatial
intervals
19

20

u(0.5,t) =0.5/(1+t)

(9c)

The exact solution is
u(X,t)=X/(1+t)
Table 2 shows the experimental stability results when
backward Euler is used for the interior scheme, and boundary
schemes (2a-2d) are used for the numerical boundary conditions. The experimental stability bounds correlate very
closely with the linear theory results. We have also investigated the backward Euler interior scheme combined with
boundary scheme (2e) applied to Burgers' equation. The
experimental stability results correlate very closely with the
prediction from linear theory. Gustafsson 6 has proved that
the numerical boundary scheme can be one order lower than
the interior scheme, without reducing the global order of
accuracy. The interior scheme (3a) is second-order accurate in
space. The boundary schemes (2b) and (2d) are first-order
accurate and retain second-order global accuracy is space.
Boundary schemes (2a) and (2c) are zeroth-order accurate and
reduce the global accuracy to first order in space. In general
there is no correlation between stability and formal order of
accuracy; therefore, careful treatment of numerical boundary
conditions is a necessity for both accuracy and stability.

III.

One-Dimensional Gasdynamic Equations

In one spatial dimension, the inviscid equations of
gasdynamics can be written in the conservative form as

au
-

at

aFt U)

+-

ax- = 0

(10)

wh~re

Here U is the vector of conservative variables, F the flux
v.ector, and m==pu. The primitive variables are the density p,

Experimental maximum stable eFL number: Burgers' equation"
Boundary scheme b
Space extrapo lation
Eq . (2a)
Eq. (2b)

Space-time extrapolat ion
Eq. (2c)
Eq. (2d)

380,000

380,000

380,000

(At = 10,000)

(tot = 10,000)

(At = 10,000)

(oscil)
400,000
• (tot = 10,000)
(oscil)

400,000
(tot = 10,000)

(oscil)
4
(tot = 0.1)
(oscil)

380,000
(M = 10,000)
4
(tot

= 0.1)

atl(x,O) ~ x; tI(0.5,t) ~ 0.5/(1.0+t). Maximum is based 011 sequence of!J.t sampling (0.07, 0.1,
0.5,5 , 20, lOa, 10,000); effective initial CFL based on I ti l max at t ~ O. b Appli ed at x ~ I .
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Multiplication of Eq . (II) by T - 1 yields

the velocity u, and the pressure p . The total energy per unit
volume e is defined as

T- 1
with € as the internal energy per unit mass. The pressure p for
a perfect gas is defined as

au
-

at

_

+ T - IATT- 1

au
-

ax

=0

If we assume that the coefficient matrices are locally constant
and define

p= (-y - 1) [e-m 2 12pj

where'Y is the ratio of specific heats.
Equation (10) can be rewritten in quasi linear form

W

av
av
- +A(V) - =0
at
ax

=

l: ]

= T; '

0

(l3a)

where the subscript 0 is used to denote locally constant values,
then we have

whereA is the Jacobian matrix (aF!aU)

aw

,1

aw

at +Aoi); = 0

(l3b)

(3 - 'Y)u
'Ye I p - 3 ( 'Y - 1) u2 12

where Ao is the diagonal matrix (T- 1 A1)o with diagonal
elements u o ' U o + co, U o - Co, and

The nonlinear system of Eq . (10) can also be written in the
nonconservative or primitive variable form as
au
_au
- +A - =0
at
ax

(lla)

where

,
are the characteristic variables for the system of Eq. (11).
By adopting the notation of Beam and Warming , l5 the onedimensional system of inviscid gasdynamic equations can be
approximated by a linear two-step time differencing in 'the
pCE) form as

and C = ('YP I p ) I-l is the local speed of sound.
The matrices A and A are related by a similarity transformation
A=M- 1AM

(I+w~t :xAII)P(E) V" = -~t[a(E) -wp(E) f( ~~)"

with

(Note:

(12)

[I+w~t(alax)A"

=p (E) U"
In addition

I

au
_I av
- =M at
at '
The matrix
formation

A

au
_Iav
- =M ax
ax

+w~t(

(14)

jp(E) u"

a [A"p (E) VII j J lax)

The parameter w = [(} I ( 1 + ~) j is determined by the particular
time-differencing approximation used (see Sec. II and Table
1). In Eq. (14) A" = A(U"), (aF!ax)"= [aF(U")/ax ]' and
U" is the numerical solution at t =n~t. with ~t as the time step·
For linear one-step methods Eq. (14) simplifies to

can be diagonalized by the similarity trans-

(15)

o
where

u+C

p (E) V"

o
with
pi (Y2c)

P/(Y2C)]

1!Y2

-11Y2

pclY2

pclY2

=~U"

= V" + 1 - V"

If (} = Y2, the time differencing method is the trapezoid:~
formula and .if (} = I, the time-differencing method is bac
ward Euler.
'al
For the numerical experiments of this paper the spatI d
derivatives in Eq. (15) are replaced by a three-point cent~Jed
diff~ren~e approximatio~ [s.ee, e.g., Eq . .(3a) j .. One- 51 :.
spatlcil difference approximatIOns were conSidered m Ref. 1
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Numerical Boundary Conditions
for the Gasdynamic Equations

For the linear two-step time differencing in the p(E) formulation, there are several parameters involved and there is
considerable flexibility in choosing t~e li~earized ~orm ?f t~e
numerical boundary conditions. To slmphfy the dlsc~s s lOn m
this section, we consider one-step methods and algonthm Eq.
(15). If we denote the left and right boundary ind~ces as 0 and
J, the spatial differencing of Eq. (1.4) on the fIrSt and last
computational points (j = 1, J - 1) mvolves terms such. as
B Au;), BJAU'j where B o, B J are some known matnces
d~termined from the previous time step, and Au;) = U'J+I
- u;). The vectors Au;), AU'j are partially known from the
analytical boundary conditions. A few of the methods of
obtaining boundary schemes are
1) Extrapolating in space or space-time. 24.25
2) Discretizing the Riemann invariant equations or the
characteristic equations (13) locally. 26
3) Taking derivatives of the known conditi"on in order to
'
927
produce an extra b oun dary con dI' t IOn.
'
4) Using nonreflecting boundary conditions. 8,28,29
5) Overspecifying the boundary conditions.
For implicit schemes, methods 1-4 are quite complicated to
implement into a computer code. Method 5 is of limi~ed
usefulness since it requires a priori knowledge of the s?lutlOn
at the boundary. Method 1 has the advantage of bemg the
easiest to implement and is widely used; therefore, our study
concentrates on method I. We emphasize that method I is not
necessarily the optimal boundary scheme for stability, accuracy, or acceleration to steady-state solution. Our main
purpose here is to try to understand more about the applicability of linear stability theory when. these boundary
schemes are applied to the gasdynamlc equations.
From the computational point of view, it is most convenient to specify the analytical boundary data in terms of the
conservative variables (if the interior scheme uses conservative variables). However, for physical reasons, one often
specifies analytical boundary data in terms of the primitive
variables. On the other hand, the stability analysis of scalar
equations can be extended to the (linear) system if the
numerical boundary extrapolations are done in the characteristic variables. 24 Thus, some interesting choices of
variables for the analytical boundary conditions and the
numerical (or extra) boundary conditions for the conservative
form [Eq. (10)] can be divided into the four groups shown in
Table 3.
Under certain inflow-outflow combinations, not all of the
above ways of imposing analytical boundary conditions are
necessarily mathematically well posed . As an example, for a
sUbsonic inflow with u and p specified (groups III and IV), the
problem of Eq. (10) is not well posed .
When applicable, group I is by far the simplest to i.mplement with the rest appearing in order of increasmg
, Complexity. Oroup IV, on the other hand, is more physically
desirable and more theoretically sound. 24 Since the numerical
boundary conditions for groups II and IV are applied to the
characteristic variables, the linear stability analysis ~an be
carried out by applying the algorithm to the scalar model
equation (1) .
.For gro ups I and III, the stability analysis requires dealing
IVlth a coupled linear system that is quite complicated to

1207

analyze. There is no complete analysis at the time of this
writing, although a few cases have been analyzed by
Oustafsson and Oliger. 22 For the subsonic inflow case, it can
be shown that all the first- and second-order A-stable approximations [Eqs . (3) ] are unconditionally OKS-st~ble, with
the following boundary conditions: p3 and u3 are given, and
p3 = 2P'i- pg. For the subsonic outflow case, again it can be
shown that all the first - and second-order A-stable approximations [Eqs. (3)] are unconditionally OKS-stable, with
the following boundary conditions: 1) uJ given, pJ = 2pJ _1
-pJ-2 andpJ=2P1_ I -pJ_2; or 2) pJ given, pJ=2pJ- 1
-pJ-2 and uJ=2UJ _I - UJ _2'
"
_
Next , we describe the space extrapolatIOn m the characteristic variables (numerical boundary conditions) when the
primitive variables are imposed as analytical bou?d~ry
conditions (group IV). Other groups can follow similar
procedures. We assume that the problem of Eq. (10) is ~~ll
posed. A relation between the primitive and charactenstlc
variables is
T - I U,= W,

with U the vector of primitive variables and W the vector of
characteristic variables, as defined in Eqs. (11) and (13) . One
of the most straightforward and compact procedures for the
formu lation of group IV at an inflow (left) boundary is:
1) Make a first-order approximation:
(T - /) 3AU3 "" A W3
2) Reorder U3 into subvectors (U!)3 and !Ull)3 where( ~!)3
is the analytical boundary condition and (Ull)3 the numencal
boundary condition.
3) Reorder W3 into subvectors (WI)3 and (Wll)3 where
(W!)3 corresponds to tI:!e subvector associated with the
positive eigenvalues ·of_A and (Wll)3 corresponds to the
negative eigenvalues of A.
4) Reorder and partition (T-/)3 as

Then we have

:: J: [ J: [

J:

Note that the delta formulation (AU) is important for step 1
because of the nonlinear relation between conservative,
primitive, and characteristic variables.
Space extrapolation in the characteristic variables means

with al =2, a2 = - I, first-order character~st!c extrapolat~on,
and al = 1,01.2 =0, zeroth-order charactenstlc extrapolation.
This implies

=

(PjAUI +P4AUll) 3 al (PjAU! +P4 AUll) 7
+a2 (PjAU! +P4AUll)~

Table 3
Group

Boundary condition specification
Analytical
B.C. variable

Numerical
B.C . variable

~-------~~--~--------~~~~~
Conservative
Conservative
::1
IV

Conservative
Primitive
Primitive

Characteristic
Primitive
Characteristic

~~~====================~=======

Since P4 is nonsingular for a well-posed problem, we can
rearrange terms and obtain
(AU!!) 3 =Ro (AUI) 3 +RI (AU) 'i +R2 (AU) ~

(16)

where R Rand R 2 are known rectangular matrices which
0'
I'
can be evaluated
from the previous time step. S'Iml'1ar Iy, th e
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.8

.7
- + - - A(x)- - - - - +I- - - - - - - t - - - - x
5

,6

- - EXACT SOLUTION

>-

o

1-

~.5t--~_ _

UJ

A(x) = 1 + (AO - 1) [( 5 - x )/5)2

x ';;; 5

A(x) = 1 + (A J - 1) [( x - 5)/(x J - 5))2

x> 5

Fig. 2
area).

o

Convergent-divergent nozzle 25 (A o = entrance area, A J = exit

.4
.3

METHOD 4, TABLE 4
CFL = 5
150 TIME STEPS
AX = 0.2, xJ = 10

ANAL. B.C. INFLOW : p, U, P
OUTFLOW : p

o

'~~--~2~----~4---~
6---~8---~
10
x

- - - -f,-~
I

Fig. 5 Density distribution (for divergent nozzle): silpersonic inflow
subso nic outflow, implicit boundary scheme (2b).
'

- 1-1- - - A(x)
I
o
i
I
------~-~
A(x ) = 1.398 + 0.347 '

Fig. 3

I) Add correction matrices from, for example, Eqs. (16)
and (17) to the first and last block rows of the block
tridiagonal matrix.
2) Use for example, Eqs. (16) and (17) as extra equations to
form the block tridiagonal matrix.
A word of caution is necessary : the fin al form of the matrix
might not be in block tridiagonal form. But, we can use the
first-order extrapolation for method 1 and the zeroth-order
extrapolation for method 2 without disturbing the block
tridiagonal structure. The correction matrices are (interior)
scheme-independent, and thus provide a compact form for
computer implementation .

-----tanh (0.8x - 4)

Divergent nozzle. 30
- - EXACT SOLUTION

o

>-

.4

1-

METHOD 4, TABLE 4
CFL = 106
50 TIME STEPS
Ax=0.2 . xJ = 10

V.

ANAL. B.C. INFLOW : p, U, P
OUTFLOW: NON E

Ui
2

UJ

o

.3

.20~--~2---~4---~6~--~8~--~
10

x
Fig. 4 Density distribution (for divergent nozzle): superso nic inflow,
supersonic outflow, implicit boundary scheme (2b).

outflow numerical boundary conditions can be expressed as

where So' S " and S2 are known rectangular matrices.
Since we want to apply the interior difference approximations to the conservative form [Eq. (10) 1, we need to
transform the values of !:J.U'j at stations I and 2, and J - I,
J -2 appearing on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (16) and (17)
into conservative variables. The method of transforming the
variables is not unique since it depends on the type of
linearization used . An obvious procedure is to use the
linearized form
'
( M - ') J'! !:J. U'-'J = (!:J.U) J'-'

j=l, 2, J-1, J -2

(18)

where the elements of M - ' as defined in Eq . (12) are
evaluated from the previous time step. We will use this
method in all of the numerical results shown in the next
section . It can be shown that other methods · of linearization
can achieve a larger stability bound for some problems;
however , this is highly problem- and scheme-dependent.
If, instead of using space extrapolation for the numerical
boundary condi tions, we discretize the characteristic equation
and obtain an expression for (!:J.UII)3, the counterpart of the
Rj and Sj will be more complicated.
Two ways of implementing the implicit boundary schemes
are as fo llows:

Numerical Results

The stability theory for the initial boundary-value problem
is based on linear theory . On the other hand ; the equations of
gasdynamics are nonlinear . In this section we apply the
equations of gas dynamics to a quasi-one-dimensional nozzle
problem and conduct numerical experiments to evaluate the
applicability of linear stability theory. Implicit numerical
algorithms applied to the unsteady equations are used to
obtain steady-state solutions for various inflow-outflow
conditions. The results of the numerical experiments are used
to evaluate the effect of the numerical boundary condition on
the allowable time step. We do not examine the accuracy of
the transient solution.
The nozzles we consider are a convergent-divergent nozzle 2l
(Fig. 2) and the divergent nozzle 30 (Fig. 3). We investigateJive
flow conditions: I) supersonic inflow, supersonic outflow
(divergent nozzle); 2) supersonic inflow, subsonic outflow
(divergent nozzle); 3) subsonic inflow, supersonic outfloW
(convergent-divergent symmetric nozzle with entrance
area = 2); 4) subsonic inflow, subsonic outflow without shock
(convergent-divergent nozzle, area ratio 2/1.16); and
5) subsonic inflow , subsonic outflow with shock (converg:ntdivergent nozzle, area ratio 2.5 /1.5 ). Analytical and tYPIcal
numerical steady-state solutions are shown in Figs. 4-8.
There are, of course, many different numerical schemes,
even if we limit our choice to A-stable interior schemes and to
the spatial differencing approximations of Table 4. For
brevity, we choose a small class of schemes and select thoSe
for which some linear stability theory is available.
ds
1) Temporal differencing. Of the class of A-stable methf te
[Eqs. (3) and (5) 1, the P-stability analysis is most comp e
he
for the one-step methods (~= ¢ = 0) which include tp_
trapezoidal formu la and backward Euler. The OKS- andtral
stability bound for the trapezoidal formula with cen the
spatial differencing and space-time extrapolation for 'dal
OI
numerical boundary condition is CFL ~2. The trapeZ eXformula with central spatial differencing and space aPtrapolation is unconditionally OKS- and P-stable: I~ forplications to the gasdynamic equations the trape~olda bil itY
mula, which is nondissipative, did not exhibIt sta teJIIproperties that were as favorabl e as those of the lesS (
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Table 4
Method

2

ANAL. B.C. INFLOW : P. p
OUTFLOW : NON E
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.9
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..J
UJ

>

.5

EXACT SOLUTION
METHOD 4. TABLE 4
CFL ~ 1000
500 TIME STEPS
A x~ 0.125 . xJ ~ 7

ANAL. B.C. INFLOW : P. p
OUTFLOW : p

6

4

2

x
Fig. 7 Velocity distribution (for convergent-divergent nozzle):
subsonic inflow, subsonic outflow, no shock, implicit boundary
scheme (2b).

- - EXACT SOLUTION
o METHOD 4. TABLE 4
CFL ~ 5
1500 TIME STEPS
Ax~0 . 125. xJ~ 10
ANAL. B.C. INFLOW: P. p
OUTFLOW: p

1.0
.9

). .8
f-

~ .7
LU

0

.6
.5

o

.4
0

2

6

4

8

10

x

~

ltit~o 8 ~ensity

distribution (for convergent-divergent nozzle):

It~e nie Inflow, subsonic outflow, with shock, implicit boundary
Ille (2b).

Boundary, numerical
Eqs. (2a), (2b), (2c), (2e)
Eqs. (2a), (2b), (2c), (2e)
Eqs . (2b), (2e)
Eqs. (2a), (2b), (2c), (2e)
Eqs. (2a), (2b), (2c), (2e)

10

Fig. 6 Density distribution (for convergent-divergent nozzle):
subsonic inflow, supersonic outflow, implicit boundary scheme (2b).

o

Interior
Second-order one-sided
(flux-vector splitting)31
First -order one-sided
(flux-vector splitting)31
Centrai·,b + spectral norm 31
Central·,b
Central" + one-sided at
first and last interior
points

"Explicit fourth-order dissipation was added for the interior
scheme. bExplicit second-order dissipation was added at the first and last
interior points.

6

x

Spatial differencing scheme

METHOD 4. TABLE 4
CFL ~ 100
500 TIME STEPS
Ax ~0.2.x J ~ 10

)0-
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poral) accurate but dissipative backward Euler. We present
results for the backward Euler method.
2) Spatial differencing. In this paper, we consider only
three-point central spatial-difference approximations for the
interior scheme method 4 (Table 4). Other spatial difference
approximations were investigated in Ref. 14. Except as noted
we added an explicit fourth-order spatial dissipation term for
the interior scheme and a second-order spatial dissipation
term at the first and last interior points. 15 The dissipation
coefficient was chosen for optimum dissipation of the shortest
wavelength.
3) Boundary condition variables. From the selection of
boundary condition variables in Table 3 we select group IV
which most closely approximates the linearized stability
analysis (if we choose to specify analytical boundary conditions in terms of the primitive variables) .
4) Boundary schemes. The numerical boundary conditions
are treated either explicitly with either zeroth-order space-time
extrapolation, as in Eq. (2c) or the modified space-time extrapolation as in Eq. (2e); or implicitly with zeroth- or firstorder space extrapolation, as in Eqs. (2a) and (2b) . (Note: the
variables in Eqs. (2) are now the characteristic variables.)
5) Initial conditions. In the numerical experiments we use
linear interpolation between the exact steady-state boundary
values as initial conditions.
The calculations were made with a series of fixed CFL
numbers . Table 5 shows the maximum stable CFL number for
each numerical boundary condition and each flow condition.
This is based on a CFL sampling sequence (0.5, 1, 1.5,2, 5,
10, 20, ' 50, 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 6 ). Typical numerical steady-state
solutions are shown in Figs. 4-8 for boundary scheme (2b).
Based on the results shown in Table 5 we make the following
observations:
1) The implicit boundary schemes (2a) and (2b) lead to
larger stability bounds than do the explicit boundary schemes
(2c) and (2e).
2) For the divergent nozzle with supersonic inflow and
supersonic outflow, we achieve (within machine accuracy) the
unconditional linear theory stability bound for implicit
boundary extrapolation. The numerical dissipation is not
necessary for this flow condition.
3) For the implicit boundary schemes [e.g ., (2a) and (2b)]
the CFL bound is lower for flows with shocks. We conjecture
that this is the result of nonlinear instability in the region of
the shock. The added fourth-order dissipation is explicit and,
consequently, decreases as t::..t increases, leading to insufficient
dissipation in the vicinity of the shock .
4) The zeroth-order explicit and implicit boundary extrapolations [Eqs. (2a) and (2c)] lead to global accuracy
problems. The solution profiles tend to be more oscillatory
[than those for the first-order extrapolation, Eq. (2b)] and in
one case they lead to an incorrect steady-state solution
(convergent-divergent nozzle with subsonic inflow, subsonic
outflow, and no shock in the exact solution).
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Experimental maximum stable CFL number: Boundary method group IV (Table 3)"
Boundary scheme

Nozzle

Flow condition: Analytical
boundary condition

Space extrapolation
Eq. (2a)
Eq . (2b)
106b
106b

Space-time extrapolation
Eq. (2e)
Eq. (2c)
106b (odd)
50 (even)

Divergent

Supersonic inflow: p, u,p
Supersonic outflow: none

Divergent

Supersonic inflow : p,u,p
Subsonic outflow: p
(with shock)

10

10

5
(even or odd)

1.5

Convergentdivergent

Subsonic inflow: p,p
Supersonic outflow: none

10 2

102

5
(even or odd)

2

Convergentdivergent

Subsonic inflow: p,p
Subsonic outflow: p
(no shock)

0 .5 c

103

0.5 c
(even or odd)

Convergentdivergent

Subsonic inflow: p,p
Subsonic outflow: p
(with shock)

20

20

2
(even or odd)

2

'Central diIfererce il~ space and backward Euler in time; 49 (odd) or 50 (even) spatial intervals; maximum is based on the sequence of CFL sampling (0.5, I , 1.5,2,5,
10,20,50, 10 , 10 ,10). b Limited by machine accuracy (V AX). cConverges to solution with shock for CFL 2: I.

5) The linear theory for the space-time extrapolation [Eq.
(2c) 1 predicts a stability bound which depends on the number
of spatial intervals (odd number leads to better stability). This
effect is seen in the computational results if the solution is
smooth.

VI.

Conclusion

We have conducted numerical experiments for the onedimensional gasdynamic equations applied to nozzle flows.
The numerical boundary conditions were computed implicitly
(space extrapolation) or explicitly (space-time extrapolation).
The experimentally determined stability bounds (maximum
CFL number) correlate with the results of linearized stability
theory-the implicit boundary schemes produce methods with
better stability properties. The improvement is very dramatic
for smooth flows but less pronounced for flows with shocks.
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